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Abstract 

Successful recruitment and selection practices are key components at the entry point of human resources in any 

organization .Efficient recruitment and selection strategies result in improved organizational outcomes. The main 

objective of this paper is to identify general practices that organizations use to recruit and select employees . The 

main objective is to identify general practices that organizations use to recruit and select employees and, to 

determine how the recruitment and selection practices affect organizational outcomes. The research methodology 

applied is the exploratory. The data was collected through well structured questionnaires.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Successful human resource should identify human resource needs in the organization. Once the needs are 

identified, the process of recruitment or acquisition function starts.Recruitment is the discovering of potential 

candidates for actual or anticipated organizational vacancies. Or, from another perspective, it is a linking 

activity bringing together those with jobs to fill and those seeking job. The ideal recruitment effort will attract a 

large number of qualified applicants who will take the job if it is offered. It should also provide information so 

that unqualified applicants can self select themselves out of job candidacy; this is, a good recruiting program 

should attract the qualified and not attract the unqualified. This dual objective will minimize the cost of 

processing unqualified candidates. 

 
 
2. Recruitment 

Recruitment is defined as seeking and attracting a pool of people from which qualified candidates for job vacancies 

can be chosen. It is concerned with listing the candidates for consideration of selection to various jobs. It is a 

positive process as it attracts suitable applicants who apply for available jobs.   

According to Flippo  

 “Recruitment is the process of searching the candidates for employment and stimulates them to apply for jobs in the 

organization.” 

According to Dale S Beach  

 “Recruitment is the development and maintenance of adequate manpower resources. It involves the creation of pool 

of potential applicant. 
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3. Methods of Recruitment 

There are various methods of recruitment but for the sake of simplicity, they have been categorized under three 

broad headings. 

 

� Direct Method 

 

� Indirect Method 

 

� Third Party Method 

 

 

4. Sources of Recruitment 

 
The sources have been categorized under two broad headings. 

 
� Internal Sources 

 
� External Sources 
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5. Selection 

Selection is a process of hiring right person for a right job at a right time at a right cost or the process of picking 

individuals who have relevant qualifications to fill jobs in an organization. Selection is much more than just 

choosing the best candidate. It is an attempt to strike a happy balance between what the applicant can and wants to 

do and what the organization requires. It is negative process as it involves the rejection of unsuitable candidates. 

6. Recruitment and Selection Process 

 

 

7. Benefits and Importance  

 
(1).Helps to create a talent pool of potential candidates for the benefits of the organization. 

  
(2).To increases the pool of job seeking candidates at minimum cost. 

 

(3).It helps to increase the success rate of selection process by decreasing the no of visits qualified or over 

qualified job applicants. 

 

(4).Helps in identifying and preparing potential job applicants who will be the appropriate candidature for the job. 

(5).Finally it helps in increasing organization and individual effectiveness of various recruiting techniques and 

for all the types of job applicants. 

 

(6)Selecting the right employees is important for three main reasons: performance, costs and legal obligations. 

8. Conclusion 

To fill a vacancy created in an organization it should be filled by a right person at right time at right cost .If 

recruitment and selection goes right the goal is achieved. Also it includes cost so it should be done at predetermined 

cost.  
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